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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: D
Explanation:
Debug logging allows you to log the packets sent and received by a DNS server. Debug logging
is disabled by default, and because it is resource intensive, you should only activate it
temporarily when you need more specific detailed information about server performance.
Reference: Active Directory 2008: DNS Debug Logging Facts...

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which AWS service provides business analytics that enable users to create and publish
interactive dashboards?
A. AWS X Ray
B. Amazon Kinesis
C. Amazon CloudWatch
D. Amazon QuickSight
Answer: D
Explanation:
---------

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify three facts that you should consider when planning a shared APPL_TOP Oracle
Applications installation. (Choose three.)
A. It provides flexibility because Oracle homes in a shared APPL_TOP are not required to be at
the same patch level.
B. Administrative tasks, such as patch application, need to be carried out only once.
C. It provides versatility because APPL_TOP can be shared across nodes running operating
systems that are not binary compatible.
D. It provides for utilization of distributed AD, improving patch application efficiency.
E. Overall disk space requirements may not be reduced.
F. It can maximize system availability and meet additional usage requirements.
G. It supports a shared Applications technology stack.
Answer: B,D,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which one of these software solution components providing business capabilities is NOT part
of the 'Sell' offerings?
A. Retail Store Solutions for POS
B. Sterling Configure, Price, Quote (CPQ)
C. WebSphere Commerce
D. Unica
Answer: D
Explanation:
* Unica is for marketing:
IBM Unicaportfolio features products, services and solutions that support interactive
marketing,
inbound and outbound marketing, web analytics, lead management, event-based marketing,
and
comprehensive marketing operations. Through these offerings, Unica solutions give your
company
the insight it needs to understand and engage buyers with relevant, interactive dialogue across
multiple touchpoints spanning digital, social and traditional marketing channels.
*Selling solutions from IBM:
Featured solutions include the following:
(not B)IBM WebSphere Commerce
(not C)IBM Sterling Configure, Price, Quote
Sterling Order Management,
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